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Measurements of the dielectric constant e and the product of the

normal density p and the viscosity n have been made on He -He solut-

ions at pressures up to the solidus. In this experiment both p n ,

n
determined from the damping on a vibrating wire, and e, determined by

the frequency shift of a tunnel diode oscillator, can be measured simul-

o 4

taneously in both the He -rich and the He -rich phases below the separa-

tion. Data taken for 63.6% to 75.1% He for temperatures between 0.45

and 1.2°K are presented. Viscosity and p n results near the tricritical

point, and the resulting phase diagram for elevated pressures obtained

from the measured dielectric constant are given.
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As shown by Graf, Lee, and Reppy the second-order superfluid

3 4
transition in He -He liquid solution appears to end in the first-order

phase separation. In fact, they found the superfluid transition tem-

3
perature to be a linearly decreasing function of the He concentration

4

and the phase boundaries for both the superfluid He rich and the nor-

mal He rich solutions to also be linear. This behaviour indicates

that these rather different types of ordering are related, indeed

strongly related, at the point of intersection. Griffiths has in-

vestigated some of the theraodynamic features of this rather unusual
2

situation and has dubbed this point the tricritical point . Here we
report an experiment to investigate the region about this point in

which a static property, the dielectric constant, and a dynamic pro-

3
perty, the effective viscosity, can be simultaneously measured for He -

4

He liquid solutions under pressure. These measurements will be re-

duced to determine the general features of the phase diagram and to

determine the variation of the viscosity as the transition is approached.

The experimental apparatus is capable of simultaneous measurement

of both the dielectlc constant and the effective viscosity of both the
3 4

He and the He rich solutions below the phase separation. The tech-

nique and the apparatus has been described previously and will be

only briefly reviewed here. The sample cell was an integral part of a

vapour-pressure-regulated He refrigerator. The cell has symmetrical

upper and lower sections each containing a carbon resistance thermometer,

a vibrating bent-wire viscomenter equivalent to that used by Black, Hall

and Thompson , and a low volume capacitor in the extreme upper (lo*er)

position. These capacitors, as well as a third capacitor located in

the center of the cell, where there was a large excess volume, were in
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the tank circuits of three independent oscillators driven by tunnel

diodes located at 4.2°K. These oscillators were stable to one part

in 10 which is equivalent to less than .05% change in He concen-

tration in these liquid solutions. The temperature of the cell was

determined by a calibrated germanium thermometer and could be regu-

lated by a controller using one of carbon resistance thermometers

3
and driving a heater attached to the He refrigerator body.

The 80 micron diameter tungsten wire viscometers, which con-

stituted arms of AC bridges, were in

a uniform six kOe magnetic field produced with a persistent super-

conducting solenoid in the main He bath of the cryostat. The

wires were driven to a maximum amplitude of about four microns by

current oscillators synchronized with the natural frequency of the

wires. The decay or'increase in the amplitude of oscillation of

each wire is proportional to the error signal of the bridge and,

after suitable amplification, was observed on an oscilloscope.

The samples were pressurized by a cryogenic toepler technique;

the sample gas was condensed in a container of minimum volume filled

with Zeolite cooled to 4°K; the Zeolite container was then warmed to

room temperature,thereby pressurizing the sample cell. The He con-

centration of the gas recovered after the completion of the measure-

ments was determined. Corrections due to the small volumes at high

temperatures in the sample system were much leas than the uncertainties in the
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isotopic gas analyses, which were typically 1%. Comparison of the

measured phase separation temperature with that expected from Graf,

Lee, and Reppy for saturated-vapor-pressure (svp) were also

within 1%.

Analysis of Dielectvic Constant Data

From an analysis of the dielectric constant measured in each of

the three capacitors it is not only possible to determine the temp-

erature of phase separation for the given He concentration of the

sample but also to determine the complete phase diagram for lower

temperatures. We have assumed the molar volume of the solution V may

be expressed by V = xV_ + (l-x)V, - x(l-x)A (1) where V_ and V, are

the molar volumes of pure He 3 and He,, respectively, and are known

functions of pressure and temperature . The form of the last term is

consistent with measurements at svp by

Kerr ; from these measurements we know A=A(pT<0, T) for T above 1.2°K.

It is positive yet decreasing with decreasing temperature. At higher

pressures A can be determined from the data of Watson, Reppy, and

Richardson for T •*• 0. Here A Is found to be small and positive at low

pressures and turning slightly negative at high pressures. We have

roughly accounted for A in the following analysis with resultant phase

separation curve shifts of less than 0.5%.

The data were analyzed assuming that the tank circuit was

composed of a capacitor, C , filled with the sample solution and a

parallel capacitor C due to stray capacitance in the circuit, whichs

is not filled with sample. The dielectric constant of the solution is

3 4
related to the number densities, N_ and N,, of He and He , respective-
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ly through the Clausius-Mossotti Equation

where « is the atomic polarization for the isotope with atomic mass

M. Our analysis follows that of previous work ' except we have

accounted for the fact that p and « are not equal and depend on the

density as recently shown by Kerr and Sherman . Here we have used

o,(mole/cm3) = 0.12341 - 0.0068/V and a 0.03% higher.

The analysis contains two parameters f and v = Co/(C +C ) for
o os

each of the oscillator circuits, f is the frequency when the sample capaci-

tor is void of sample and y can be determined from the frequency measured

above 1.2°K and the known He concentration of the sample. The results

of such an analysis on a run at svp is shown in Fig. 1 and the agree-

ment with Graf, Lee and Reppy is excellent. A compilation of results

at other pressures agrees with those obtained by Johnson and Graf. 9'

Analysis of Viscosity Data

From an analysis of the decay in the amplitude of vibration of the bent-

wire viscometers, the product of the normal density and the viscosity Pftn

can be obtained near the top and bottom of the cell provided (1) the vibratlonal

amplitude is a small fraction of the wire diameter a, (2) the viscous penetra-

tion depth \ « a, and (3) the nonlinear terms in the fluid velocity are negli-

gible in the Navier-Stokes Equation. ' Under these assumptions, well

satisfied in this investigation,
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V

within .5% where T is the decay time constant, p is the wire density,

and f is the frequency of the oscillation.

In addition to a measure of p n as the phase separation is approached

3 4

and for both the He -rich and the He -rich phases below the phase separa-

tion, It is possible to determine the superfluld transition T = T (P,K)

A A
and p ri near T, for an initial He concentration x less than the tri-

n A

critical value x . Such data are illustrated in Fig. 2.

Finally, the viscosity in the normal fluid has been calculated from

these data near the tricritical point. The data illustrated qualitatively

in Fig. 3 are not precise enough to obtain accurately the exponent derived

from the scaling hypothesis but it appears that it is rather more sensitive

to concentration than to pressure. However, the curves corresponding to

3 3
67% He solution at svp and 65% He solution at 22.9 atmospheres terminate
very near the tricritical point yet have quite different slopes.

We wish to acknowledge many helpful conversations with M. Vannesste,

D. F. Brewer, and P. P. Craig, and the technical support rendered by

T. Oversluizen.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. The phase diagram determined from dielectric constant data

from the three tunnel diode oscillators in the experimental

3 4
cell. The initial solution was 67Z He in He at saturated

vapor pressure.

Fig. 2. The product p^n for the two bent-wire viscometers for an initial

solution of 67% He at saturated vapor pressure.

Fig. 3. The qualitative features of the viscosity in the neighborhood of
3

the trieritical point. The initial concentration of He and the

pressure in atmospheres label each curve. The terminal points

indicate phase separation and the intermediate point in the

x < x curves designate the superfluid transition.
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